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Technical Bullet Series on Clay Brick Pavers  
 

#11 - Clay Paver Cube Tag 
 

Abstract – This Technical Bullet is a duplicate of the information of the important information 
on Pine Hall Brick’s paver cube tag 

 
For Best Color Blend 
Remove pavers by complete rows (left to right) working from several straps at a time. Also, 
work from several cubes simultaneously, whenever possible. While color blending is the 
responsibility of the installer/contractor, proper breakdown of the cubes will help with the 
blending process. 

 
 

Maintenance & Cleaning 
Clay pavers require no maintenance. For specific cleaning situations such as oil stains or spills, 
use commercial cleaners generally available at masonry supply outlets. When using any type 
of cleaner, always test on a small hidden area. Pre-wet pavement thoroughly before cleaning 
and rinse after with clean water.  

 
In mortared applications use Sure Klean 600, 202 New Masonry Detergent or equivalent as 
directed. Vanatrol or 202V Vana-Stop or an equivalent product should be used to clean all light 
colored and brown pavers. DO NOT USE MURATIC ACID! Limit pressure washers to 30-50 psi 
and a 50 degree fan tip. Rinse pressure should not exceed 200-300 psi.  

 
For moss and organic growth removal, use 3 parts water to 1 part chlorine bleach. Pressure 
washers are not recommended on flexible base applications due to sand loss. Use a stiff brush 
and a normal pressured garden hose.  

 
 
 



Sealers 
Paver color is permanent. Sealers are not necessary for long term durability or color retention. 
If desired, use only a siloxane based product.  
 
Cutting 
For cutting use a diamond blade with a soft bond matrix in a higher diamond concentration. 
Optimum SFM cut rate is 10,000 to 20,000.  
 
Important Notice 
If upon delivery, the shipment fails to meet color and/or quality standards, the manufacturer is 
to be notified without delay. Dry laying a 4’ x 4’ section in desired pattern and properly spaced 
is the best method to determine color and quality standards at the job site. Usage of the 
product constitutes acceptance in all cases. Manufacturer disclaims any and all responsibility 
from improper cleaner. 
 

Brick Dust 
 
Hazard Statement 
May cause skin irritation/allegic skin reaction, eye irritation, cancer, damage to organs 
through prolonged or repeated exposure. 
 
Precautionary Statement 
Limit inhalation of clay dust. When cutting/sawing; use wet method, perform outdoors or in 
well-ventilated area and use respiratory protection. Do not eat, drink or smoke when handling 
this product and wash hands after. Contaminated clothing must not be allowed out of the 
workplace. Obtain special instruction prior to use. Do not handle until all safety precautions 
have been read and understood. Wear protective gloves / protective clothing / eye protection 
/ face protection. 
 
First Aid 
IF ON SKIN: Wash with plenty of water. IF INHALED: Remove person to fresh air and keep 
comfortable for breathing. IF IN EYES: Rinse cautiously with water for several minutes. 
Remove contact lenses if present and easy to do. Continue rinsing. IF exposed or concerned, 
or IF you feel unwell, or IF eye irritation persists, or IF skin irritation or rash occurs: THEN get 
medical advice/attention. Take off contaminated clothes and washing it before reuse. 
 
Hazard Statement 
May cause skin irritation/allegic skin reaction, eye irritation, cancer, damage to organs 
through prolonged or repeated exposure. 
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